
INSTRUCTIONS – ¡KAN! MOB #1: ¡KAN! FLASH MOBS 
 
Location: Nijmegen City Center 
Start time: Saturday, 16th of august 2003, 14:58 [GMT+2] 
Bring: Come in style! 
 
Rules of ¡KAN! Flash Mobs: 
1. Do not come just to watch; participate or do not come.  
2. Follow the rules and instructions precisely.  
3. Forward this information to your friends; tell everybody you want 

about about it. 
4. Stay anonymous. But dress in style. 
5. Do not talk to the press shortly before, during or immediately 

after the mob.  
6. Do not form groups prior the mob and act unconspisciouly.  
7. Appear suddenly, exact on time, do the mob and leave the mobbing 

area unconspiscouly. Do not stay there. 
 
Idea of a mob: 
- suddenly appear somewhere unexpected and in large numbers 
- attract attention or perform something strange 
- disperse immediatly and fast, leave non-mobbers behind stunned 
 
 
Phase 1. during the day (16 augustus) 
• Sychronise your watch to the exact time on  
http://www.timeticker.com/ 
 
Phase 2. arrival and further instructions (14.58 – 15.03) 
• depending on your means of transport come to the following location 
for further instructions: 
 
- by train: location 1:  
On “plein ’44”. 
¡KAN! contactperson: reflector, yellow, left arm 
 
- Per auto: location 2: 
in front of “de Waag”.  
¡KAN! contactperson: reflector, yellow, left arm 
 
- Already in Nijmegen or EC: location 3: 
Between ‘Lux’, library and the chapel. 
¡KAN! contactperson: reflector, yellow, left arm 
 
• The ¡KAN! contactperson will appear precisely at 14:58h and handing 
out the instruction-flyer until 15:03h. 
• Arrive precisely at 14:58h, do not talk against the ¡KAN!  
contactperson, receive the instruction-flyer and disappear immediatly. 
• On  the instructon-flyer you’ll find the exact mob-location and the  
secret instructions for the mob. 
• Arriving to late at the instruction-location means that you will 
miss the mob.  
 
Phase 3. leave the instruction-location 
• Leave immediatly after receiving the instructions. 
• Go – via some detour – to the mob location. The detailed mob 
instructions you will read on the way. 
• The mob starts exactly at the given time, there will be no further 
signal been given. 
• Do not arrive to late on the mob location. Do not attract 
attention. 
 
Finally: Invite your friends to come! (forward these instructions)  



Route description – how to get there: 
 
If arriving by plane: 
From the airport, preferably in the Netherlands, take the train to 
‘Nijmegen Centraal Station’. 
 
If arriving by train: 
Get out at ‘Nijmegen Centraal Station’. Walk diagonaly to the left out 
of the station and follow the street ‘Spoorstraat’ or ‘Tunnelweg’ 
eastwards. Follow the little turn to the north, the street 
‘Bloemenstraat’, towards city centre. After 800 meters (from the 
station) there’s a bus stop place, ‘Plein-1944’. On the right sight 
from the bus stops on ‘Plein-‘44’ is meetings/instructions-location. 
 
If arriving from Goffertpark or EC: 
Follow ‘Graafseweg’ right to the city centre / follow ‘Keizer Karel 
Plein’. On the third street turn left (about straight on), into the 
street ‘Molenstraat’ (between those banking buildings). Follow that 
street, as the ‘nieuwe Kerk’ (new church) is on your right hand side, 
turn right on the second crossing and after 50 meters walk up the steps 
to the ‘Kapel’. Between the ‘Kapel’ and ‘Lux’ is meetings/instructions-
location. 
 
If arriving by car:  
From the south: follow motorway A50 northbound until A15. Follow A15 
eastbound until A52. (Then follow signs “Nijmegen”.) 
From the north: follow motorway A50 southbound until A15. Follow A15 
eastbound until A52. (Then follow signs “Nijmegen”.) 
From the west: follow motorway A15 until A52.(Then – but not earlier -  
follow signs “Nijmegen”.) 
>> Follow A52 southbound until you’ll pass the bridge ‘Waalbrug’. 
From the east: Drive towards Kleve/Kleef and then follow sings to  
Nimwegen/Nijmegen. On the first place [“Trajanus-plein”] follow 
“rechtdoor/linksaf” and then turn right immediatly. 
>> stay on the right side and then turn right; parking: ‘parkeergarage 
Kelfkensbos’. Park your car there (paid parking �), or on an other 
location and then walk to ‘Kelfkensbos’. 
 
>> From ‘Kelfkensbos’ turn into ‘Burchtstraat’ (promenade) and  
‘Grotemarkt’ inlopen (400 meters) until you’ll reach ‘De Waag’, nearby  
‘St.Stevenskerk’. In front of ‘De Waag’ is meetings/instructions-
location. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


